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Develop a transition to lean
roadmap for production
operations utilizing models
which have been shared with
us by LAI members and LAI
researchers

















– MIT - LAI
– Pratt and Whitney
– Textron







â Develop understanding of each shared model
â Acknowledge each model’s parameters
â Review pros and cons of each model
â Define requirements for a common model
â Integrate requirements and pros of each into a
common TTL roadmap
â Review product with LAI team members
â Obtain feedback and suggestions on further
improvements






âConsistency and synergy with enterprise
TTL roadmap
âShow precedence order and continuous
improvement loops
âSummarize scope and breadth on one page
âProvide common framework for
communicating to all organizational levels
âCan be enhanced by providing a
description manual to explain each phase
and step within the phase









































































































































































































































































































• Government Reqd. Systems
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• Government Reqd. Systems
  (MMAS, EVMS, etc.)
• Build Vision
• Establish










• Create a Climate





  Articulate 
  Strategy
• Resolve how to
  Maintain
  Mutual Trust










• Define Area to
  be Transitioned
• Define
  Customer
• Define Value -
  Quality, 
  Schedule





  Current State
  Production
  System
• Map People, 




   Baseline Data
• Determine Level
  of Lean Conduct
• Develop a Future
  State Production
  System
• Project the Level 




• Estimate and 
  Justify 
  Investment
• Perform Gap 
   Analysis 
   Between Current
   State And The 
   Desired State
• Establish 
   Attainment
   Criteria: Goals, 
   Measures And 
   Clearly Defined 
   Timelines
• Develop Impact
   Statement And
   Interfaces
• Perform 
   Resource
   Evaluation
• Drive To Change
   The Way People
   Do Their Work
• Understand That
   People Must 
   Make The New 
   System Work
• Continually 
   Monitor 
   Progress And 
   Assess Impact 
   Of Adverse
   Trends
• Take Action On 
   Deviations To 
   Plan And 
   Communicate










* Adapted From LAI
Phase 7
Strive For Perfection
• Continuous Improvement Culture
• Learning Transferred Throughout Organization
• Institute Kaizen Philosophy
• Evaluate Against Target Metrics and Lean Maturity Matrices
LTS Toolkit & Workbook
SMC Group Analysis Tools
